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Article abstract
Background: The CanMEDS physician competency framework will be updated in 2025. The revision occurs during a time of disruption and transformation to society, healthcare, and medical education caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and growing acknowledgement of the impacts of colonialism, systemic discrimination, climate change, and emerging technologies on healthcare and training. To inform this revision, we sought to identify emerging concepts in the literature related to physician competencies.

Methods: Emerging concepts were defined as ideas discussed in the literature related to the roles and competencies of physicians that are absent or underrepresented in the 2015 CanMEDS framework. We conducted a literature scan, title and abstract review, and thematic analysis to identify emerging concepts. Metadata for all articles published in five medical education journals between October 1, 2018 and October 1, 2021 were extracted. Fifteen authors performed a title and abstract review to identify and label underrepresented concepts. Two authors thematically analyzed the results to identify emerging concepts. A member check was conducted.

Results: 1017 of 4973 (20.5%) of the included articles discussed an emerging concept. The thematic analysis identified ten themes: Equity, Diversity, Inclusion, and Social Justice; Anti-racism; Physician Humanism; Data-Informed Medicine; Complex Adaptive Systems; Clinical Learning Environment; Virtual Care; Clinical Reasoning; Adaptive Expertise; and Planetary Health. All themes were endorsed by the authorship team as emerging concepts.

Conclusion: This literature scan identified ten emerging concepts to inform the 2025 revision of the CanMEDS physician competency framework. Open publication of this work will promote greater transparency in the revision process and support an ongoing dialogue on physician competence. Writing groups have been recruited to elaborate on each of the emerging concepts and how they could be further incorporated into CanMEDS 2025.
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Abstract

Background: The CanMEDS physician competency framework will be updated in 2025. The revision occurs during a time of disruption and transformation to society, healthcare, and medical education caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and growing acknowledgement of the impacts of colonialism, systemic discrimination, climate change, and emerging technologies on healthcare and training. To inform this revision, we sought to identify emerging concepts in the literature related to physician competencies.

Methods: Emerging concepts were defined as ideas discussed in the literature related to the roles and competencies of physicians that are absent or underrepresented in the 2015 CanMEDS framework. We conducted a literature scan, title and abstract review, and thematic analysis to identify emerging concepts. Metadata for all articles published in five medical education journals between October 1, 2018 and October 1, 2021 were extracted. Fifteen authors performed a title and abstract review to identify and label underrepresented concepts. Two authors thematically analyzed the results to identify emerging concepts. A member check was conducted.

Results: 1017 of 4973 (20.5%) of the included articles discussed an emerging concept. The thematic analysis identified ten themes: Equity, Diversity, Inclusion, and Social Justice; Anti-racism; Physician Humanism; Data-Informed Medicine; Complex Adaptive Systems; Clinical Learning Environment; Virtual Care; Clinical Reasoning; Adaptive Expertise; and Planetary Health. All themes were endorsed by the authorship team as emerging concepts.

Conclusion: This literature scan identified ten emerging concepts to inform the 2025 revision of the CanMEDS physician competency framework. Open publication of this work will promote greater transparency in the revision process and support an ongoing dialogue on physician competence. Writing groups have been recruited to elaborate on each of the emerging concepts and how they could be further incorporated into CanMEDS 2025.

Résumé

Contexte : Le référentiel de compétences CanMEDS pour les médecins sera mis à jour en 2025. Cette révision arrive à un moment où la société, les soins de santé et l’enseignement médical sont bouleversés et en pleine mutation à cause de la pandémie de la COVID-19. On est aussi à l’heure où l’on reconnaît en plus en plus les effets du colonialisme, de la discrimination systématique, des changements climatiques et des nouvelles technologies sur les soins de santé et la formation des médecins. Pour effectuer cette révision, nous avons étudié la littérature scientifique pour identifier dix concepts émergents qui peuvent servir à éclairer la révision du référentiel de compétences CanMEDS pour les médecins qui aura lieu en 2025. La publication en ligne de ce travail favorisera la transparence du processus de révision et le dialogue continu sur les compétences des médecins. Des groupes de rédaction ont été créés pour développer chacun des concepts émergents et pour examiner la façon dont ils pourraient être intégrés dans la version du référentiel CanMEDS de 2025.
Introduction

The CanMEDS competency framework was published in 1996 with updates in 2005 and 2015. It has had a major impact on medical education both in Canada and internationally, transforming curricular and program design to increase the focus on competencies that were historically not addressed adequately within medical education. Internal tracking by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada estimates that CanMEDS is now used in over 50 jurisdictions around the world by at least 12 professions, impacting millions of trainees and patients.

Given the central role that the CanMEDS physician competency framework plays within medical education, the planned 2025 revision must respond to evolving societal needs through the addition of new competencies and the removal of outdated competencies. This is particularly relevant in the current environment as healthcare and medical education continue to be disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic, technology is increasingly used to monitor health and behavior, and the impacts of colonialism, systemic discrimination, sexism, racism, and climate change on health are increasingly acknowledged.

The 2015 revision of the CanMEDS competency framework was informed by a literature scan and thematic analysis performed by a member of our authorship team (Van Melle). Their analysis identified and described seven emerging concepts (professional self-identity, emotion as a form of competence, systems-based practice/practice-based learning and improvement, handover, global health, social media, and financial incentives in health care). While focusing on the literature may miss concepts that have not been published, we sought to replicate and expand upon this work as part of a broader environmental scan that will inform the revision of the 2025 CanMEDS competency framework.

Using the 2015 methodology as a base, we aim to increase the rigor, inclusiveness, and transparency of the search and review process by outlining our methodology in detail, including a broad group of stakeholders in the analysis, and openly publishing our results for review and commentary from the medical education community.

Methodology

We synthesized the literature using a literature scan, title and abstract review, and generic thematic analysis to identify emerging concepts related to the CanMEDS roles. Given the broad-based goal of our work to identify concepts that needed to be better represented within CanMEDS, we did not find that any common literature review strategies would meet our goals. Rather, we built upon the pragmatic approach previously used by Van Melle prior to the 2015 CanMEDS revision to determine the literature to be included and inform its analysis.

While the 2015 emerging concepts review was conducted by a single author, for this review we created a working group by soliciting nominations for members from the institutions/organizations steering the 2025 CanMEDS revisions: the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada, Collège des Médecins du Québec, College of Family Physicians of Canada, and Association of Faculties of Medicine of Canada. For the purpose of our review, an emerging concept was defined as an idea discussed in the peer-reviewed literature related to the role and competencies of physicians that is either absent or underrepresented in the 2015 CanMEDS physician competency framework.

Article inclusion criteria

Paralleling the methods used by Van Melle in the prior review, we selected medical journals that would be likely to discuss emerging concepts related to CanMEDS. They included the three highest impact medical education journals by Journal Impact Factor (Academic Medicine, Medical Education, and Medical Teacher) and journals that publish content specifically related to Canadian (Canadian Medical Education Journal) and postgraduate (Journal of Graduate Medical Education) medical education. This approach differed somewhat from Van Melle’s work which was based specifically on the highest impact medical education journals, but we felt it was important to include journals focused specifically on Canadian and postgraduate medical education. All articles published within these journals between October 1, 2018, and October 1, 2021 were considered for inclusion. This three-year time period was pragmatically selected to focus on currently relevant concepts while still being feasible.

Data extraction

To facilitate the title and abstract review, metadata including the journal title, article title, and citation data were extracted from PubMed for all articles published...
within the review period in the selected journals. These data were imported into Zotero\textsuperscript{26} which added additional metadata including each article’s abstract. The expanded metadata were then exported from Zotero into a Google Sheet. Thoma performed a preliminary review and excluded several article types because they were unlikely to focus on emerging concepts. These articles included institutional reports, artist’s statements, corrections and errata, essay contest articles, letters to the editor, editorials focused on the journal, articles summarizing lists of other articles, and articles focused specifically on thanking reviewers and/or planning committee members. The remaining articles were arranged in a standardized format and assigned for review to individual working group members.

**Article review**

Each of 15 reviewers was assigned articles for review between October 10, 2021 and November 30, 2021. Thoma oriented each reviewer in a team or individual virtual meeting. Each reviewer responded to the following questions for their articles:

1. Does this article relate to the CanMEDS roles? (Yes/No/Maybe)
2. Does this article describe an emerging concept as defined above? (Yes/No/Maybe)
3. If yes/maybe, what is the primary role that it relates to? (Medical Expert, Communicator, Collaborator, Scholar, Health Advocate, Leader, Professional)
4. Are there any additional CanMEDS roles that it relates to? (Medical Expert, Communicator, Collaborator, Scholar, Health Advocate, Leader, Professional)
5. Please describe the emerging concept as a brief title. (free text)
6. If necessary, provide a brief description of the emerging concept. (free text)
7. Is this a concept (a) absent from or (b) underrepresented in the 2015 iteration of CanMEDS? (dropdown with A and B options)
8. Is this an exemplar article that summarizes the emerging concept well? (Yes, No, Maybe)

If the response to questions 1 or 2 was ‘no,’ questions 3-8 were not answered and these articles were excluded from further review. Articles that the reviewer tagged as ‘maybe’ for question 1 or 2 were reviewed by a second reviewer (Thoma) and included or excluded based upon their responses.

**Thematic analysis**

After the title and abstract reviews were completed, the remaining articles were amalgamated into a single Google Sheet. Two authors (Thoma and Van Melle) then conducted a thematic analysis\textsuperscript{25,27} of the reviewers’ responses to question 5, the emerging concept identified by the reviewing author and, when necessary, the article’s metadata. This analysis followed the phases of thematic analysis.\textsuperscript{28} Following a preliminary review (familiarization), we developed and collaboratively refined a codebook. We then coded all the articles with refinements to the codebook when necessary (coding). Once all articles were coded, Thoma developed and defined a preliminary set of themes incorporating the codes (searching for themes). The resulting thematic framework was reviewed, modified, and endorsed by Van Melle with modifications to clarify and define each theme (defining and naming themes). It was then presented to the full working group for feedback and revision as the first part of the member check (reviewing themes). In follow-up, a survey of the working group members was conducted via a Google Forms survey as the second part of the member check (reviewing themes). The survey requested endorsement for each of the themes from the review team and asked how the themes could be further refined. These suggestions were incorporated into the analysis.

Throughout the analysis, Thoma and Van Melle considered their positionality. Thoma is a practicing emergency and trauma physician who conducts medical education research with a focus on technology-enhanced medical education (simulation, online educational resources, and learning analytics). Van Melle is a PhD education scientist with expertise in program evaluation and change, particularly in competency-based medical education contexts. Both are contracted by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada to provide advice regarding educational developments in the training of specialty physicians across Canada. We attempted to mitigate the biases introduced by their positionality through member checks conducted both in a virtual meeting and a follow-up survey with an authorship group that contained perspectives from a range of medical specialties and CanMEDS stakeholders.
Triangulation
Acknowledging that publication delays and the gatekeeping of medical journals could have prevented some emerging concepts from appearing in the literature, we cross-referenced our results with the findings of an online search and thematic analysis that was conducted in parallel to our literature scan. While the full methodology and results of this search and analysis have not been reported and were not a formal part of our study, one of our authors (Snell) searched the grey literature using the Google search engine with multiple key words with the goal of identifying and thematically analyzing emerging concepts. We triangulated our results by cross-referencing the findings of this analysis with our own to identify emerging concepts from the grey literature that were not found in our scan.

Expert review
Following the completion of the described analysis, Thoma asked the working group members and the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada Clinician Educators to nominate experts for each of the ten emerging concepts. Writing groups were formed, combining members of the authorship team for this manuscript and the experts that were nominated in the survey. Each writing group met 2-4 times from March 2022 through July 2022 with the goal of writing a brief manuscript defining each concept, outlining how it is represented in the 2015 CanMEDS physician competency framework, and proposing changes for CanMEDS 2025. The changes proposed by the writing groups to the name of each concept were emailed to the working group for review and approval.

Results
As outlined in Figure 1, 4973 articles were published in the included journals during the period of interest. 505 of these articles were excluded in the preliminary review because they were deemed to be institutional reports, artist’s statements, corrections or errata, essay contest articles, letters to the editor, editorials focused on the journal, articles containing lists of articles, articles thanking reviewers, or articles thanking committee members. 4468 articles underwent title and abstract review. Each of the reviewers reviewed between 142 and 385 articles (mean = 298 articles). Following both rounds of review, 1017 of the remaining 4468 articles (22.8%) were included in the thematic analysis.

Our qualitative analysis incorporated 81 codes into nine preliminary themes. Based upon feedback at the large group meeting with the author reviewers, one additional theme was created by splitting one of the themes (Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion) into two (1. Physician Equity, Diversity, Inclusion and 2. Patient Access, Equity, Inclusion, and Social Justice). All working group members completed the member check survey. Modifications in wording were made to several of the theme titles based upon survey feedback, but no themes were removed or amalgamated.
Ten working group members and nine clinician educators completed the survey nominating experts to participate in a writing group on each of the emerging concepts. A writing group was formed for each concept and tasked with describing how it could be more effectively integrated into CanMEDS. The two writing groups focused on patient and physician equity, diversity, and inclusion determined that this concept was too broad for a single manuscript. However, rather than splitting it into patient and physician focused manuscripts as was done in the initial analysis, they recommended dividing it into one manuscript focused on anti-racism and a second manuscript focused on equity, diversity, inclusion, and social justice. The writing groups were modified in keeping with this recommendation which was subsequently endorsed by our authorship team. The results of the thematic analysis following modification by the writing groups are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Thematic analysis of emerging concepts in medical education that should be considered for incorporation into CanMEDS 2025.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Incorporated Codes</th>
<th>Theme Descriptions</th>
<th>Working Group members who endorsed the concept N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1*</td>
<td>Physician Equity, Diversity, Inclusion29</td>
<td>Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion, Gender, Indigenous, Immigrant, Bias, Microaggressions, Social Accountability</td>
<td>Competencies related to equity, diversity, inclusion within the physician population.</td>
<td>17/17 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1*</td>
<td>Patient Access, Equity, Inclusion, and Social Justice29</td>
<td>Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion, Gender, Indigenous, Immigrant, Incarcerated, Social Determinants of Health, Microaggressions, Bias, Social Accountability</td>
<td>Competencies related to the access, equity, inclusion, and social justice within the care provided to patients</td>
<td>17/17 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Anti-racism20</td>
<td>Anti-racism</td>
<td>Competencies related to recognizing the existence of racism and actively seeking to identify, prevent, reduce, and remove the racially inequitable outcomes and power imbalances between groups and the structures that sustain these inequities.</td>
<td>N/A*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Physician Humanism31</td>
<td>Physician Wellness, Family, Empathy, Compassion, Arts and Humanities, Professional Identity Formation, Spirituality</td>
<td>Competencies related to the experience of humanism in physician personal identity, activities, and interactions.</td>
<td>15/17 (88.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Data-Informed Medicine32</td>
<td>Big Data, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Electronic Health Record, Technology Literacy, Cybersecurity</td>
<td>Competencies related to the role, collection, and analysis of information in our educational and clinical work.</td>
<td>15/17 (88.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Complex Adaptive Systems33</td>
<td>Complex Systems, System Change, Leadership Skills, Co-production, Culture, Design, Health Systems Science, Globalization, Quality Improvement</td>
<td>Competencies related to the navigation of complexity within both patient care and healthcare institutions.</td>
<td>17/17 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Clinical Learning Environment64</td>
<td>Learning Environment, Psychological Safety, Sexual Harassment, Culture, Hidden Curriculum</td>
<td>Competencies related to clinical learning environments including their impact on physicians and how physicians impact them.</td>
<td>14/17 (82.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Virtual Care35</td>
<td>Virtual Care, Digital and Online Education, Virtual Assessment, Social Media, Virtual Reality, Apps</td>
<td>Competencies related to teaching, assessing, and providing patient care in virtual environments.</td>
<td>17/17 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Clinical Reasoning36</td>
<td>Medical Error, Values-Based Medicine, Patient-Centered Care, Motivational Interviewing, Medical Decision Making, Efficiency (time and cost), Cognitive Load Theory, Cognitive Flow, Dealing with Uncertainty, Trauma-Informed Care, Humanistic Medicine</td>
<td>Competencies related to how physicians think and function effectively in providing patient care.</td>
<td>15/17 (88.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Adaptive Expertise37</td>
<td>Adaptive Expertise, Humility, Growth Mindset, Collective Competence, Coaching, Mentorship and Sponsorship, Continuing Professional Development, App-based Decision Support, Reflective Practice, Transformative Learning, Practical Wisdom</td>
<td>Competencies related to the evolution, refinement, and development of the tools and skills required to practice effectively in a rapidly changing world.</td>
<td>15/17 (88.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Planetary Health38</td>
<td>Climate Change, Sustainable Healthcare</td>
<td>Competencies related to the impact of climate and the environment on patients, and of patient care activities on climate and the environment.</td>
<td>14/17 (82.4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The writing groups proposed the merger of the first two concepts into one titled ‘Equity, Diversity, Inclusion, and Social Justice’, and the creation of a separate concept focused specifically on anti-racism. This was approved with the unanimous consent, but not formally voted on in the member check.
Table 1 also includes a description of the potential physician competencies discussed within each theme and the proportion of working group members who endorsed each theme as an emerging concept during the first member check. At least fourteen (82.4%) of the 17 working group members endorsed each of the themes as an emerging concept. There were a variety of suggestions provided for why a member did not endorse a theme such as not identifying the theme as novel, not seeing how it could relate to a CanMEDS competency, or preferring themes be split or expanded. The grey literature search did not identify any additional emerging concepts.

Six of the 10 writing groups proposed changes to the title of their concept to describe it more accurately. The changes to the names and definitions of the emerging concepts, as well as the addition of the anti-racism concept, were approved by the authorship group with unanimous consent.

Discussion

Our study identified ten emerging concepts in the medical literature that could be incorporated into the physician competencies described by CanMEDS 2025. Each of these concepts is quite broad in scope, with most encompassing several trends or issues currently being discussed in the medical education literature. Several themes within our results are notable as they mirror current themes of prominence in the broader social, economic, political, and environmental discourse over the past three years.

Themes relating to access, equity, diversity, inclusion, social justice, and anti-racism were prevalent in the analysis. This large theme was ultimately separated into two themes, with one focused specifically on anti-racism. The prominence of these themes in the medical literature parallels the acknowledgement of the negative impact of systemic discrimination in the public discourse. Given the Canadian context of this review, the central importance of Indigenous health in the Canadian healthcare system, and the seven calls to action related to health published in the final report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, it is notable that a separate theme focused on Indigenous health did not emerge independently. We suspect this is due to both the international focus of the included journals (only the Canadian Medical Education Journal focused more closely on Canadian medical education) as well as the frequent coding of many relevant constructs under the themes of equity, diversity, inclusion, social justice, and anti-racism. Notably, proposed competencies related to Indigenous health are central to both manuscripts further describing these themes.

The presence of the ‘Planetary Health’ theme is unsurprising given the scientific consensus building on the drastic impacts of climate change on health. Notably, physicians and medical trainees have had a prominent voice in education and advocacy relating to the impacts of climate change on the health and wellbeing of the population. However, some authors were concerned that it would be challenging to mobilize this construct within a competency framework relevant to individual physicians.

There was broad consensus regarding the need for additional competencies related to the use of data and technology. Beyond the growing dialogue surrounding precision medicine, the codes consolidated into the ‘Virtual Care’ and ‘Data-Informed Medicine’ themes parallel growing societal awareness of the pervasiveness of emerging technologies and the need for personal and health data to be used ethically and securely.

The influence of the COVID-19 pandemic was seen in numerous themes. In particular, the ‘Virtual Care’ theme relates strongly to virtual education and virtual healthcare, concepts that were substantially impacted by travel and gathering restrictions during the pandemic. Other concepts that were likely influenced by the COVID-19 pandemic included ‘Complex Adaptive Systems’ due to its complex ongoing impacts on the healthcare system and ‘Physician Humanism’ due to its strain on physicians and other healthcare providers.

The ‘Adaptive Expertise’ and ‘Clinical Reasoning’ themes acknowledge how rapidly changes are occurring within the complex realm of clinical practice. While there are competencies that enable physicians to evolve their practices to meet these challenges, it will also be important to consider how evolving physician competencies are integrated into CanMEDS in a timely manner. While performing revisions approximately once per decade has served CanMEDS well in the past, it is conceivable that new competencies will emerge between the publication of this manuscript and the implementation of CanMEDS 2025. Consideration should be given to transitioning CanMEDS from periodic updates to an ongoing iterative process. While this may be logistically challenging for residency training programs, it is in keeping with modern processes for the continuous updating of guidelines by organizations.
like the American Heart Association and could allow for smaller, more frequent updates.49

Further work has been conducted to describe how each of the emerging concepts can be incorporated into CanMEDS 2025. Writing groups have drafted manuscripts that define each concept, outlined how it was represented in CanMEDS 2015, and proposed how it could be incorporated into CanMEDS 2025.29–38 This work has been published along with this paper in this special issue of the Canadian Medical Education Journal and will inform the CanMEDS 2025 Expert Working Groups responsible for updating the CanMEDS physician competency framework. The open publication of these emerging concepts should provide Canadian and international medical communities with an opportunity to discuss and comment on this work.

Strengths and limitations

The strength of this review rests in the detailed, transparent methods and the broad engagement of stakeholder organizations. While a related literature review was conducted prior to the CanMEDS 2015 revision,23 its methodology was not described in detail or peer reviewed. We have improved on this work by publishing a detailed methodology and by putting our work through the peer review process. Additionally, the article review was conducted by a broader group of stakeholders (including representatives from the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada, Collège des Médecins du Québec, College of Family Physicians of Canada, and Association of Faculties of Medicine of Canada). The diversity of our authorship team decreases the chance that important concepts were missed.

This review had several limitations. First, we restricted the scope of our review by limiting the inclusion period to three years, the source to five journals, and specific article types. We see these limitations as intentional, pragmatic decisions that we made to maintain feasibility while identifying emerging concepts. Despite the potential to have missed some themes, it is reassuring that triangulation with the grey literature scan did not identify any additional concepts. Second, with numerous reviewers participating in the literature scan, it was difficult to ensure consistency in emerging concept criteria and labelling. Further, most abstract reviews were done independently unless flagged for additional review. We anticipate that the member checks mitigated the impact of this challenge on the results. Finally, consolidating the numerous identified concepts into themes was difficult. Our analysis could be criticized for aggregating a broad number of codes within some of the themes. Some of the working group participants felt that some themes were either not emerging concepts or were overly broad. This challenge is well-represented by the evolution of the themes related to equity, diversity, and inclusion throughout the phases of the study. This said, a large majority (≥82.4% of working group members) felt that each theme represented an important emerging concept that deserved further exploration.

Conclusion

This review and analysis identified ten emerging concepts that should be considered for incorporation into the 2025 CanMEDS physician competency framework. The results of this work are elaborated upon in this special issue, which contains an expanded article on each concept along with suggestions for how it could be incorporated into CanMEDS 2025.29–38. We hope that in addition to informing the revision of CanMEDS, the open publication of this work will create greater transparency around the revision process while facilitating an early dialogue in the academic literature on physician competence.
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